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Paradiddle Update: Remappable Controls! : The first update to Paradiddle is out! Here's what's new: Remappable Controls.
Paradiddle April Update: Cymbal Choking, Hi-Hat Improvements, SXSW and more! : Hey everyone! The April update is out,
bringing a few big additions and a bunch of bug fixes. As always, if you find yourself running into any new issues that you
weren't seeing before, you can always roll back to the earlyversion branch on Steam.. Paradiddle Update: Stability, Hi-Hat
MIDI, Local Audio Files : Thank you so much for supporting Paradiddle! If you're enjoying your VR jam sessions and excited
about upcoming features and improvements, I would really appreciate it if you wrote a review on Steam. It doesn't even have to
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be long - any review helps in proving that Paradiddle is trying to be the most flexible, responsive and user-friendly VR
drumming app out there. Hey everyone! The latest Paradiddle update introduces fixes to some major bugs that have been
reported to me over the past few weeks, along with a few new features. To anyone who has reached out to me about these bugs,
thank you so much for letting me know, and also for your patience.. Paradiddle Paradiddle May Mini Patch Notes : Hey
everyone! A small patch went up today to address some bugs that were brought to my attention on the Paradiddle Discord. The
fixes are: Fixed a bug that caused terrible performance when trying to use the in-app camera tool. The app should now run just
as smooth while using any in-app cameras! (Keep in mind that any cameras you enable in the tool still have a performance
overhead, since the scene has to be rendered one more time for each camera.) Fixed some bugs related to using an electronic hi-
hat pedal that triggered pedal close sounds even if MIDI wasn't enabled for a hi-hat, and triggered extra pedal sounds as the
pedal was being closed.. Paradiddle Update: MIDI, ASIO, Drum Settings and more! : Thank you so much for supporting
Paradiddle! If you're enjoying your time with the app and excited about what's to come, I would really appreciate it if you wrote
a review on Steam. It doesn't even have to be long - any review helps in proving that Paradiddle is trying to be the most flexible,
responsive and user-friendly VR drumming app out there.. Paradiddle Drum Cover Contest #1 - Now Open for Voting! : Thank
you to everyone who submitted a cover for the 1st Paradiddle Drum Cover Contest.. Coming Soon: Mixed Reality, Steam
Workshop, Vive Trackers and More! : Hi everyone! Its been a little while since the last update for Paradiddle went online, so I
just wanted to give you a sneak peek on whats coming soon for the app.
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